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News & Analysis
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Register and win!
You have to register to continue
receiving Resolution.
Register now and win a pair of
Shure KSM141 mics.

Products
New introductions and announcements
plus Digidesign, Steinberg and Emagic
platform news.

66

Headroom
A little light relief and your
right to reply.

20

Hackenbacker
London post house moves again
and believes the MMC is the
jewel in its crown.

48

Studio ancillaries
How to stand and screen, from cradle to
DI. Our look at all those other bits that
make the session work.

42

Matt Lawrence
Coming at surround from a different
angle. Dos and don’ts on the
multichannel mix process.

52

Post
The tapeless revolution swings to
acquisition. We investigate the options
and why they make sense in the
‘workflow’ ethic.

46

Sweet spot
Room within a room? It’s time for a
vocal booth. Options evaluated and a
representative example built.

58

Post
Peter Baldock’s world is full of Nuendo
and fast turnarounds. He discusses
method and unhappiness.

64

Your business
It’s a changing time and you’re a
changing man. Make sure you get
down to the poolside before all the
beds are taken.

62

Slaying Dragons
Watkinson gets all dewy-eyed with
nostalgia. But it’s not about the valve it’s
about the loss of innocence.
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Leader

4

News
Sales, contracts, appointments and the
bigger picture
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Craft

Business
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Independent spirit
Big record company shenanigans? Smart
money says that tomorrow may belong
to the independents. We discuss the
chances and profile four that agree.

Technology
54

Distortion
Is it a quality thing and are you prepared
to pay for it done well? The effect lies
betwixt physics and psychoacoustics.
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Digidesign Pro Tools 6.0

35

Z-Systems Optipatch
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Mackie SDR24/96

36

Terrasonde Audio Toolbox Plus

30

DAVelectronics BG3
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BLUE Bottle
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Klark Teknik DN1248 Plus
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TC Electronic P2
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Sonic Foundry CD Architect 5.0
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McDSP plug-ins

